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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers has created a custom Sales Operations profile with read and edit access to the 

Category field on a custom object. There is a new requirement that 3 of the 100 users assigned to the 

Sales Operations Profile should have read-only access to the Category field. 

How can the Architect support this request? 

A. Create a permission set in the Category field to read-only and assign it to the users. 

B. Create a new profile without edit access to Category and assign it to the users. 

C. Create a new page layout with the Category Field set to read-only for these users. 

D. Create a custom permission to grant read-only access to Category and assign it to the users. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers (UC) implemented Sales Cloud and requested that only certain branch staff trained to sell high risk
products can create opportunities for high risk products. In which two ways can an Architect allow only specific branch
staff to sell high risk products? Choose 2 answers 

A. Set Price Book Organization Wide Default to View Only and share the price book (High Risk) with the trained staff. 

B. Configure Price book Organization wide default to No Access. 

C. Share (High Risk) price book with the trained staff via manual sharing. 

D. Share (High Risk) price book with the trained staff via sharing rule. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers, a global corporation of 50,000 users, has a 24x7 call center operated by 20,000 users that
includes employees and contractors. Their sales organization is 10,000 strong and they started processing about
100,000 updates to opportunity custom fields called Priority and NextStep. They also started processing 20,000 updates
to a highly nested territory hierarchy. There was a third mass update on a Next Step field on the Action Plan custom
object that has Case as a lookup field. Users started seeing a Group membership lock error in the system.What is a
probable cause for this error? 

A. Lock contention due to system-initiated sharing rule recalculation 

B. Lock contention on Case records because of Action Plan custom object updates. 

C. Lock contention on Territory object because of Territory object updates. 



D. Lock contention on Account records because of Opportunity object updates. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers (UC) tuned off the Customer User Visibility feature inits Customer Community. What community
functionality is expected by having the Customer User Visibility tuned off? 

A. Creating new Customer community users. 

B. Updating their user profile. 

C. Searching for other external users. 

D. Search for internal users. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers is designing a new community using the Customer Community license type. They would like to
have the users complete survey questions through the community interface and store the responses in a Custom Object
that has a lookup to the account object. Any internal user who has access to the account should be able to see all
survey responses. All Customer Community users should be able to see surveys filled in by other users for their
company, but not surveys for other companies. What are the correct security settings to achieve this? 

A. Set all Organization-Wide Default settings to be "Public Read/Write" for both internal and external users. 

B. Set all Organization-Wide Default security to be "Private" for both internal and external users and use Sharing Rules
to grant the desired access 

C. Set all Organization-Wide Default security to be "Public Read/Write" for internal users and "Private" for external
users. 

D. Set the custom object to be master-detail to the Account and leave the Organization-Wide Default settings as their
default values. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

In order to comply with Regulatory Requirements, Universal Containers must store sensitive customer information on-
premise. Universal Containers would like this on-premise information to be accessible from 

Salesforce. What technology can Universal Containers use to achieve this? 

A. Implement a third-party tokenization service. 

B. Implement an on-premise database. 



C. Implement a third-party proxy server. 

D. Implement the Salesforce Shield toolkit. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

Review the organizational information below about DreamHouse Realty: 

-

 Ryan and Kimberly are the East sales reps and their manager is Katrina, the East sales executive. 

-

 Sam and Wilder are West sales reps and their manager is Bob, the West sales executive. 

-Wendy is the CEO and managers both Katrina and Bob. 

- DreamHouse Realty\\'s role hierarchy follows their management structure. Ryan owns an account, NewCompany, and
Kimberly owns an account, OldCompany. Katrina manually shared her account NewWorld with Kimberly. However, she
has moved to a new role to lead all Named Accounts, and Lucy, who replaced her, is the new owner of NewWorld. 

Which employees will have access to the NewWorld account? 

A. Wendy and Lucy 

B. Wendy, Ryan, Lucy, and Kimberly 

C. Wendy, Katrina, and Kimberly 

D. Wendy, Lucy, and Kimberly 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Universal Containers (UC) operates worldwide with offices in more than 100 regions in 10 different countries and has
established a very complex role hierarchy to control data visibility. In the new fiscal year UC is planning to reorganize
the roles and reassign accounts owners. Which three features could an architect recommend to avoid problems on this
operation? Choose 3 answers 

A. Partition data using Divisions 

B. Deferred Sharing Recalculation 

C. Parallel Sharing Rule recalculation 

D. Skinny table 

E. Granular Locking 



Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 9

Universal Containers has requirement for the Architect to develop Apex Managed Sharing code for the custom Job
object. The sharing settings for the Job object are set to Private. When assigning access level for the record, which two
lines of code will cause a DML exception on insert to the database? Choose 2 answers 

A. Objectname.AccessLevel=\\'Edit\\' 

B. Objectname.AccessLevel=\\'All\\' 

C. Objectname.AccessLevel=\\'None\\' 

D. Objectname.AccessLevel=\\'Read\\' 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 10

Universal Container (UC) is in a legal dispute regarding several orders. UC has found out these records 

VP of Sales has asked to ensure this cannot happen in the future. 

What approach would meet this requirement? 

A. Remove Order delete Permission from Profiles and Permission Sets 

B. Implement a Sharing Rule that changes access for order to Read. 

C. Remove the Delete button from the Order Page Layout. 

D. Change the Record Type/Page Layout assignment for orders to be Read Only. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 11

DreamHouse Realty partners with the healthcare sector to adapt housing for clients with specific health conditions.
DreamHouse Realty wants to store client notes. These client notes are text data that may be long and often contain
Personally Identifiable Information (PII) and Personal Health Information (PHI). 

This data must be encrypted at rest as well as in transit in order to comply with the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (HIPA). 

Which action should the Architect perform to fulfill this requirement? 

A. Create a new Custom Field of type "Text (Encrypted)" and move the client notes data into the new field 

B. No action is required; all Salesforce data is encrypted at rest as part of Salesforce\\'s standard trust measures 



C. Use an Apex trigger and the Apex Crypto class to encrypt client notes as soon as they are saved to Salesforce 

D. Enable Salesforce Shield Platform Data Encryption and mark the client notes field as encrypted 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Universal Containers has a large network of partners, who each have seasonal workers that need .. How might the
Architect design the solution to federate user setup to the Partners? Choose 2 answers 

A. Assign delegated external administrators at each partner. 

B. Grant the Modify Users permission to the partner managers. 

C. Allow external users to self register. 

D. Create a permission set giving Read/Write to the User object to partner manager. 

Correct Answer: AC 
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